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2093  Ag Finance and Farm Management - Issues with Crop Insurance
M107, Marquis Level

Selected Presentation - Discussant Test Session
This session covers topics related to crop insurance outcomes for farmers, agricultural lenders, and crop insurance providers.

Moderator: Xiaoli Fan, University of Alberta

Somebody’s Watching Me! Impacts of the Spot Check List Program in U.S. Crop Insurance
Sungkwol Park, North Carolina State University; Roderick M. Rejesus, North Carolina State University; Xiaoyong Zheng, North Carolina State University; Barry K. Goodwin, North Carolina State University

Contract Elements, Growing Conditions, and Anomalous Claims Behavior in U.S. Crop Insurance
Sungkwol Park, North Carolina State University; Barry K. Goodwin, North Carolina State University; Xiaoyong Zheng, North Carolina State University; Roderick M. Rejesus, North Carolina State University

Crop Insurance’s Impact on Agricultural Lenders
Alexander J. Schultz, Cornell University; Jennifer E. Ifft, Cornell University; Todd H. Kuette, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The Impact of Crop Insurance on Farm Financial Outcomes
Nathan D. DeLay, Purdue University; Brady E. Brewer, Purdue University; Allen M. Featherstone, Kansas State University; David Boussios, USDA-Economic Research Service

2094  Agricultural Production Management and Profitability
M108, Marquis Level

Selected Presentation - Discussant Test Session
This session focuses on the way in which the agricultural production management strategies affect farm profitability. The relationship between size, efficiency, level of mechanization and automation, supply-chain coordination, intensification and long-term profitability is discussed.

Moderator: Kynda R. Curtis, Utah State University

Are Traditional Farms History: A Current Perspective Focusing on Hog Farms

Stocking Rate and Dairy Production in New Zealand: An Analysis of the UQR Model with Fixed Effects
Wanglin Ma, Lincoln University; Alan Renwick, Lincoln University; Bruce Greig, Lincoln University

Adoption of Mechanization Solutions for Harvesting Fresh Market Blueberries
Karina Gallardo, Washington State University; Liang Lu, University of Idaho; David Zilberman, University of California, Berkeley

Contracting in the Presence of Insurance: The Case of Bioenergy Crop Production
Mohit Anand, Miles College; Ruiqing Miao, Auburn University; Madhu Khanna, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign